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You have in your hands a book on collaboration, more specifically a book on scientific collaboration, and most specifically, a book on collaboration in the science of pharmaceutical development—the discovery of new therapies and medicines—products addressing the, as-yet, unmet medical needs of twenty-first century health. While only a few would take issue with the merits of collaboration, perhaps even most fail to appreciate the implications of collaborative technologies in the present day. The ability to fuse ideas—especially ideas that cross disciplines—is a crucial capability responsible for accelerating innovation and progress. Matt Ridley recently gave a TED talk entitled, “When Ideas Have Sex,” the salient point being that the fusion of ideas, each bringing its own set of memes, is a powerful way of creating new memetic material.

People have collaborated as long as... well... as long as there have been people. Often nothing more than self-interest incites us to collaborate, to fill in portions of a solution important to us, portions we were not capable of creating on our own. Unfortunately, modern-day organizational structures very often serve as impediments to collaboration. Collaborating with those outside the walls of an institution may be more than culturally frowned upon, it may even be illegal under legislation written to hinder corporate espionage, or protect trade or national technological capabilities. (I guess if that were the only problem, it could be readily solved by a new set of policies or regulations.)

But institutional boundaries are not the only barriers that impede collaboration. Even within an institution—which should be legally, strategically, and financially incented for alignment, and for maximizing the opportunities for
internal collaboration—barriers still exist. The subunits of the institution: its departments, its divisions, its components produce collaboration “walls” of varying substantiality. Organizational lore and personal relationships add another layer of “not-invented here” (NIH) culture, and allegiances to local agendas, even to the point of disadvantaging the larger institutional unit. In fact, if we wish to pursue the elimination of collaboration barriers we have to realize that many barriers are not institutional at all. Choices to collaborate or not collaborate are sometimes based not just on current affiliations but on past affiliations, degrees obtained, reputations, and even a less than rational bias as to just who our collaboration partners should be.

A bright spot in recent history has been the open-source movement. It was loosely organized. It was NOT the project management assignment of any large corporate firm filled with project managers looking for substantial development programs like this one. While we acknowledge that there was a component of centralization, that is, Linus Torvald’s role in Linux, the majority of work was exercised in a distributed manner, each module remaining somewhat independent of the constraints often imposed by centralized planning functions. Most importantly, the basis upon which individuals contributed was informed solely by the contribution itself, not perceived qualifications or past reputations.

While the open-source movement has been associated primarily with the development of software, the demonstration that it can compete effectively with the traditional modes of corporate technology development raises the possibility that such collaborative forms will soon move well beyond software and into other arenas of complex development. This is more than mere speculation. In the chapters that follow you’ll see early endeavors to accomplish pharmaceutical development in a much more open manner. While these may still fall short of the phenomenon associated with Linux, they more than hint at a future to come. One barrier to this progression was highlighted in Harvard Business Review’s ten best business ideas for 2010; namely, the current lack of a well-accepted and digitized representation of this work. The vast majority of collaborative pharmaceutical development still remains primarily a local and classically social phenomenon.

While change is still impeded for the reasons described above, the corporate model of the fully integrated pharmaceutical company is under threat for very good reasons. In the past decade, it has shown its inability to create and sustain shareholder value. A closer examination of the business model itself reveals a variety of flaws (or features, if you’d prefer): long monetization cycles, large capital investments with high risks, and a complex union of both information and materials management. We might argue that a typical pharmaceutical company tries to operate, under one roof, three distinctive business entities. It is a high-tech manufacturer, producing exquisitely expensive fine chemicals or complex biotechnical products. It is a purveyor of information to the regulatory and medical communities, information with specifications and demands rarely matched in any other sector. And, finally, it is a high risk research
venture, which can only show returns when managed as a portfolio of complex assets demanding constant invention and breakthroughs.

Each of these three business entities would ideally be managed with a distinctive set of overarching strategies and yet such an approach is rarely accommodated. This book addresses, for the most part, only the unique challenge associated with managing large, complex, high-risk research endeavors. But of the three business-entity challenges cited here, a novel new approach to this one could transform the economics of the entire business.

Considering the present state the pharmaceutical industry finds itself in, the promise of innovative medicines for children and our children’s children may well depend on finding new collaborative paradigms with attendant business models. The material for this genesis, though nascent, may well be found in these pages.
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